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CEO REMARKS TO MTA BOARD
6-28-95
METRO RED LINE

In the last few days we have witnessed a series of extraordinary

events which I

would like to put in perspective for the Board. You will recall that in May, 1994
the Board was given a lengthy report regarding the alignment deviation in the
Metro Red Line tunnels.
will be required,

This report showed that minor alignment adjustments

but indicated

that our construction

is within the normally

expected industry standards. Last Thursday the B-251 contractor

was undertaking

realignment hand spading work to assure that the tunnel alignment would fit the
proper operating criteria.
failure

As you know, on that date we experienced a dramatic

in the surface of Hollywood Boulevard following our discovery of water

saturated soil directly above the southern (2) tunnel below the street surface just
west of Vermont Avenue and the Barnsdall Park excavation site.

Immediate safety precautions

----

by the contractor
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and construction

manager in

consultation with OSHAprevented any loss of life in this instance; we are still
conducting an investigation

to determine the causes of why the ground failed and

broke through the temporary tunnel liner.

Outstanding cooperation between the public and private utilities,

the contractor on

the job, the construction manager and the MTAstaff helped to stabilize
and restore the street and utility

the tunnel

services to the affected area by early Monday

morning (less than 60 hours), muchsooner than initially

had been expected.

Weimmediately began an inspection of both tunnels after receiving clearance from
Cal-OSHAon Sunday evening and observed that the temporary concrete slurry had
stabilized

the southerly tunnel, but there was evidence of minor cracks in two

sections of tunnel liners in the north tunnel under Hollywood Boulevard. Tuesday
morning the construction manager and safety inspectors again inspected the north
tunnel and determined there appeared to be some increase in the stress
The construction
area,
closure

so there

cracks.

manager recommendedwe take immediate action to support this
would be no further

damage and we agreed.

of Hollywood Boulevard for the short distance
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We requested

the

between Vermont and

Edgemont Street while we installed

steel support liners

cracks occurred in the two concrete liners. No utility

in the area where the

service will be disturbed by

this action and the street should be restored to its construction detour status by late
today.

We have reinstituted

meetings with the same review group that monitored our

actions after the incident last year at Hudson and Hollywood Boulevard, i.e.,
representative

from the City of Los Angeles’ public works department, the Los

Angeles City Council’s engineering advisor,
manager and contractor
measures.

a

representatives

the FTA’s oversight construction

to determine appropriate

remediation

We will keep the Board informed of the plans for action

and the

progress achieved.

You may also have noted the article

in the newspaper concerning a section of the

Vermonttunnel where a small five by five foot section of the finished tunnel liner
was discovered to be inadequate. A notice of non-conformance was issued to the
contractor

directing

him to correct

the problem; and he did so. Internal

construction managementprocedures have produced, therefore,
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the desired quality

control results. Aninspector madenote of the fact that there wasa defect and that
the construction procedure needed to be checked to insure that further defects
wouldnot occur in the installation work which followed.

The newspaper story would lead readers to the conclusion that all of the
subsequentinstallation might be defective. It did not report that the construction
manageralso requires the contractor to not only check the forms for proper depth
before the concrete liner is poured, but also to drill through the finished concrete
after the installation

to assure that the work is performed as required by the

specifications. That requirement has been and is being enforced.

There were manyfacts omitted from the article

and this has no doubt created

unnecessary alarm in our community. First up, Mr. Zarian and I held a press
conference to reaffirm the facts in this case. I amconfident that in the coming
days and weeksthe facts will showthat the MTA
staff, the CMand the contractor
have responded to this emergency in a safe and appropriate manner. Once the
cause of the problem is determined, appropriate procedural adjustments will be
ordered.
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Onething not mentionedin the article needs to be separately addressed with you.
You’ll remember, probably a year and a half or two years ago, there were
extensive allegations over a period of time having to do with the depth of concrete
and so called thin tunnel walls. Wespent seven monthsand better than $1 million
inviting the best experts in the country to assess the as-built condition and the
seismic risks that we face.

This panel of experts, headed by Dr. Edward Cording from the University of
Illinois, concludedthat under the circumstances in whichthe tunnel was designed,
and we knowthat engineers design for redundancy as part of the plan, that thin
tunnel walls by themselvesdid not lead to the conclusion that there was any threat
to the structural integrity of the tunnel. That wastheir clear conclusion. In fact,
the report advised that with respect to certain walls no remedial action was
necessary and directed our focus to preserving the operations and maintenance
conditions of the tunnels in the right-of-way. Thus, the reappearanceof the story,
without reference to the $1 million and 7 months, created the alarm that we had
spent so manymonths to make clear.
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Engineers overdesign as a matter of policy and they should. So there is no cause
for alarm if the only thing we knowis that a particular wall is thin. I wouldbe
remiss in not telling you that. Wespent $1 million to reach that conclusion and
people don’t like to hear it, but that is the conclusion. The Cording report was
distributed in February 1994, and we will distribute again to Board Members.

Nowlet me go to some very critical
directly. These difficulties

matters that we have got to deal with very

comeat a very critical

period for the MTA.All of

you know that Washington has proposed that federal support for urban rail
construction be terminated. That’s where we were a month ago and we are very
concerned about that. This was troublesome for us because Los Angeles has
helped support the creation of regional rail systems in all the other cities. We
didn’t want to be told nowthat this programshould be turned off whenwe are 20
to 30 percent into it. Andthis is an issue whichis quite apart from whether it’s
a subwayor above ground. Wewere facing the likelihood that we would have no
federal moneyto go forward. Wewould have holes in the ground; and we would
have a lot of explaining to the residents of this region.
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Over the last several weeksall of us in Los Angelescametogether in conjunction
with other cities to turn around the outcome. Wewere successful. A week ago,
Washingtonreinstituted

the program and Los Angeles continues to receive more

monies than any other city in the country. Wedeserve it since we have been
paying for other systems. So this is wherewe are in light of the two stories in the
press. And I say to you, if we are not measured and thoughtful about how we
respond to what happenedto us, we will be committing self immolation.

There are a numberof cities whodid not makethat list,

and the most intense

lobbying one can imagine goes on in Washington. Wehave to be careful about
howwe deal with this. Anybodywho believes that one can have construction of
this complexity and magnitudewithout incident is either a fool or misinformed.
It cannot happen. I showed a Board memberjust one headline from the Boston
Globe dated August 3, 1994 (and I did not choose to get them all) which appeared
the same week we had our problem in Hollywood. The headline is an inch and
a half or two inches and it says newtunnel could add $500 million and two years
to the job. Whatis mypoint? I could get this article for every other city building
a regional rail system.
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If the first resort is to run to the microphoneand run to Washingtonasking to shut
off the program,we will let every other city have all it needs to take us out of the
program. Then somebodywill have to explain to the residents of this community
whyLos Angeles hasn’t been able to finish the program it has started. This is
crazy. Weought to inform ourselves; we ought to act like a responsible Board
and accept the reality of this difficult situation.

Scapegoating doesn’t get us anywhere. Let’s figure out what’s wrong and then
let’s solve it. But for us to go to Washingtonand ask to have the programturned
off will have every city whodid not makethe list clapping. Theyshould, and we
deserve all the condemnationin the world, if we do this to ourselves. Andthat,
Mr. Chairman, will conclude my remarks.

---
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